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AMOREPACIFIC (Hong Kong) Co Ltd (APHK), established in Hong
Kong in 2002, provides skincare and cosmetics beauty solution with
its famous brands LANEIGE launching in Hong Kong in the same
\HDU 7ZR \HDUV ODWHU 6XOZKDVRR LWV ÀDJVKLS EUDQG ODQGHG LQ +RQJ
Kong and Sulwhasoo SPA service was brought to Hong Kong in
2008. In 2014, its luxury brand AMOREPACIFIC also came to Hong
Kong. The company is a subsidiary of AMOREPACIFIC Group,
which was established in 1945 and is now the largest cosmetics
company in South Korea.
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Leadership
With its Mission, Beautify the World, senior leaders are working
well in diffusing its Vision-Mission-Vales into the entire operation
of the company, covering its workforce, key suppliers, partners and
customers, via its Power-3 Sustainability Model, namely, Principlebased, Purpose-driven and People-oriented strategies.
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Senior leaders communicate actively with the workforce, starting by
joining staff’s on-board training, that is, their Extraordinary Journey.
This is to promote service to internal and external customers through
organizing community service work, and arranging regular business
building meetings and director’s messages. The Company also
promotes a socio-system to provide family-support for the workforce
to enhance family enjoyment.
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The strategic planning process is well structured with high
transparency and involvement at all levels of management. Each
department contributes an annual calendar with a 3-month rolling plan
which is shared among departments in monthly review for alignment
with strategic objectives and goals. Weekly Business Building
Meetings with departmental goal (LAG) and weekly commitment
(LEAD) items are used as quantitative measurements for sustainable
action plan outcomes.
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APHK strongly emphasizes the voice of customers. Multiple means,

APHK ̈Ϸ१ຜࡊཎَȂആႆӨᆍПԒᇄࡊ

such as net promoter score, brand awareness, brand tracking, directmailer survey and social media, are used to interact with customers.
Weekly tracking study and focus groups are effectively used to collect
feedback from existing, former, potential and competitors’ customers.
Detailed measurement information collected is broken down into
nine categories to form the basis of actionable information to meet
customers’ requirements and exceed their expectations.
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Measurement, Analysis and Knowledge Management
The company has demonstrated that comparative and customer data are
used effectively to support decision making. Daily, weekly, monthly
and yearly performances are well measured and analyzed in alignment
with its strategic objectives. A red-yellow-green light system is used
to track and drive target achievements and performance improvement.
Marketing Intelligence Department is established for effective use
of customer feedback and market information to support operational
and strategic decision making, as well as innovation. IT platforms via
Quickview (a tailored business intelligence system), WeAmore (an
intranet platform with mobile operations manuals and forms) and Share
Drive (an organized database with historical and working documents)
are established to collect and share workforce knowledge.
:RUNIRUFH )RFXV
APHK’s senior leaders are committed in engaging the staff by serving
them via its “inverted pyramid” management philosophy. Managing
Director takes part in conducting Performance Discussion Briefings
for office staff. Open office is implemented for all staff including
Managing Director. The company takes good care of the physical,
social, mental and spiritual aspects of staff by applying the Wholeperson Care Principle. It nurtures staff by identifying individual
learning needs with reference to her job nature, tenure and seniority,
in return, to support company needs, business needs and personal
development.
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Key work processes are well managed with sound system designs
and execution. Cycle time and productivity are systematically
supported by Timing Model on products, Ideal Headcount Model
and Stock-turn-day. Its innovation is well managed at three levels:
nurturing innovation supported by Extraordinary Journey and early
responsibility; facilitating innovation supported by Dream Team
and business partnership; and recognizing innovation supported by
Extraordinary Contribution Awards.
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Results
APHK shows excellent business results with impressive growth in
recent years, with increasing local customer retention rates, high
levels of customer satisfaction, good results in workforce engagement
and satisfaction, and a solid market position.
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APHK has clearly demonstrated its commitment to quality. Its
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excellent performance in leadership, strategic planning, customer
focus, workforce focus, knowledge management and operations focus
contribute to an organization of outstanding total quality management
standard.
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